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A rocket is a container 
enclosing a gas under 
pressure. 
A small opening at one 
end of the container 
allows the gas to escape 
in one direction. That 
provides thrust that 
propels the rocket in the 
opposite direction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is a rocket?  Let’s read the definition.  What are the key words?Container – gas – pressure -  thrustNow, I think your teacher has a ‘rocket in her pocket’!   IT’S A BALLOON!  How can a balloon be a rocket.A container – checkHolds a gas under pressure – (teacher blows air into the balloon) – checkAir leaves the balloon one way and the rocket balloon flies in the opposite direction!  It IS a rocket!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at some rockets.The first rocket picture is ….. Can you guess?  Right!  Fireworks.  Fireworks get into the air by rocketry!This is really a small Estes rocket that can be bought in a hobby shop and launched in a park or backyard.My favorite rocket when I was growing up was the X-15!  I loved that rocket!  But look,It did not launch from a launch pad – but was dropped from a large airplane!Soon, rockets sent men and women into space –  first one, then two then three astronauts! Then…the shuttle (photos 6,7,8)Rockets can look different – this one is smaller than most and (photo #10) this one is launch from a submarine.Who knows, maybe one day you may be launched into space by a rocket and explore the planets!

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://microgravity.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/gallery/atlas/MercuryAtlas.jpg&imgrefurl=http://microgravity.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/gallery.html&usg=__6RljaJNrElGbegBLgj5rLvErvto=&h=448&w=365&sz=25&hl=en&start=41&sig2=O2zQ92Cx1zArwCA1PR7uMQ&zoom=1&tbnid=GePd-Q_WcXG7vM:&tbnh=127&tbnw=103&ei=ahRMTsnFOeansAKpq-mgCA&prev=/search?q=rockets&start=21&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.imaginationstationtoledo.org/content/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/rockets-291x300.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.imaginationstationtoledo.org/content/2010/08/film-canister-rockets-2/&usg=__UIdUTXkKgolBo32fQunD0W4UZ2I=&h=300&w=291&sz=19&hl=en&start=108&sig2=Rpaivr6uEdpfxn8Yo8h6PQ&zoom=1&tbnid=vMYUP1RZeu6HTM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=113&ei=6hdMTv-fFtLCsQK91PDtCA&prev=/search?q=nasa+rockets&start=105&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://d2yii13prgd6xn.cloudfront.net/2009/10/NASA-rocket-launch-237x300.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.greenoptimistic.com/2009/10/09/nasa-hydrogen-water-aluminum-rocket-fuel/&usg=__sHGFELp0ZGmyGT4saSH6HE4iEy8=&h=300&w=237&sz=16&hl=en&start=165&sig2=0lJM7BNOfQAsRFodMNLhKA&zoom=1&tbnid=2Cq1VO5dheAHwM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=92&ei=ExhMToaVNqipsAK8s-SjCA&prev=/search?q=nasa+rockets&start=147&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.spacekids.co.uk/conquest/images/shuttle.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.spacekids.co.uk/conquest/&usg=__ikanmLo_X9OLL4yW_LhoxupBc6E=&h=300&w=300&sz=61&hl=en&start=14&sig2=Ab4qWsUrR66hkI32hb1Ikw&zoom=1&tbnid=lV234ZjXuOADiM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=116&ei=-BZMToiANuTosQLqoLSiCA&prev=/search?q=nasa+rockets&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://web4.hobbylinc.com/gr/est/est2456.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.hobbylinc.com/htm/est/est2456.htm&usg=__Aj2cIuDGCzep-tIUKxTMtr4R4yY=&h=348&w=400&sz=10&hl=en&start=63&sig2=pzHcUgZGyYu-S8pt3CtQsg&zoom=1&tbnid=DeY4dZF4Pjib0M:&tbnh=108&tbnw=124&ei=jxRMTvTfEsatsQKJ6OTGCA&prev=/search?q=rockets&start=42&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://lshs.leesummit.k12.mo.us/studentprojects/0506/spring06/kkreissler/4thofjuly/images/pictures/rockets_2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://lshs.leesummit.k12.mo.us/studentprojects/0506/spring06/kkreissler/4thofjuly/fireworks.htm&usg=__0o7FfI36T-YOof6wtsb_m2jz4rU=&h=1227&w=951&sz=259&hl=en&start=147&sig2=JeALRWiGzupmtPKkiID2vg&zoom=1&tbnid=_cI9Kt2DicGVqM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=116&ei=OxVMTuLYEMqLsgKi07DkCA&prev=/search?q=rockets&start=126&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://patdollard.com/wp-content/uploads/bulava2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://patdollard.com/2008/12/russia-starts-production-of-new-intercontinental-ballistic-missiles/&usg=__tuzRhqo1QHYrGkZTsm7fLtE49MQ=&h=541&w=663&sz=43&hl=en&start=5&sig2=3xfcX2spIKhPaGQUahxKww&zoom=1&tbnid=tIGKphY3EK85vM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=138&ei=thZMTqDJCOm0sQLU68jkCA&prev=/search?q=icbm+rockets+launched+from+submarine&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://aprl.db.erau.edu/generalinfo/soundingrockets/Black%20Brant%20Sounding%20Rocket.jpg&imgrefurl=http://aprl.db.erau.edu/generalinfo/soundingrockets/soundingrockets.php&usg=__cqiTVSmT0I5s7rlJ4y8fgFczbII=&h=679&w=550&sz=35&hl=en&start=54&sig2=nwZ1mZxOAmcd-ZPMtth9Vg&zoom=1&tbnid=PSbkAkh3HiSOdM:&tbnh=139&tbnw=113&ei=jxRMTvTfEsatsQKJ6OTGCA&prev=/search?q=rockets&start=42&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
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• According to NASA, thrust is the force that 
moves an aircraft through the air. Thrust is used 
to overcome the weight of a rocket.  

 
• Thrust is made by the engines of the aircraft 

through some kind of propulsion system. 
Propulsion systems need fuel.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now here are a few more vocabulary words for you.(read the definitions)Let’s just think about those words.What moved the balloon?  A force called thrust created when the air (under pressure) was released from the balloon.Larger rockets require large and powerful engines to provide enough thrust to get it off the ground and in the air!
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How do we get a rocket— 
or anything—to move? 

 
What do we need to overcome? 

 
Let’s think about that as we look  

more closely at rockets. 
 

(Keep thinking . . . ) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s think about this.  How do we get a rocket to move – how do we get anything to move?I’d like you to stand by your desk and PUSH your chair in.  Did the chair move?  How did that happen?  A FORCE CALLED A PUSH!Now, PULL you chair out.  Did the chair move?  It sure did because you applied a FORCE CALLED A PULL!  Everything moves because of pushes or pulls!I bet you know that already!  See you are scientists like me.  You observe how that world works.  What other pushes and pulls can you think of?
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Thrust and Pressure in a Bottle Rocket 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a cool animation of what we are going to be making – bottle rockets!  See if you can tell what is happening.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bb/Water_rocket.gif
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Airplanes versus Rockets 
 
How is flight in an airplane different than a rocket? 
(Hint: Bernoulli has something to do with it.) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s talk about the difference between an airplane and a rocket.  Look at the pictures and observe some differences.(Planes fly horizontally to the earth, and rockets go straight up.)  Yes, but what else?Airplanes have wings! (and rockets don’t – they have fins.)Airplanes need LIFT to get their mass off of the ground.  What’s lift?  o
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Lift and the Bernoulli Effect 

Where there is moving air, 
there is low air pressure. 

Step 1: Take a piece of 
paper about 2″ x 8″. 

Step 2: Put the paper 
under your nose and  
blow (moving air) under  
the paper.  

What did you think was 
going to happen?  

What actually happened? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airplanes need their wings to create lift – the Bernoulli Effect.  Let’s use the strips of paper as our airplane wing
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Step 3: Put the paper 
under your nose and blow 
(moving air) over the paper.  

What did you think was 
going to happen? 

What actually happened? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airplanes need their wings to create lift – the Bernoulli Effect.  Let’s use the strips of paper as our airplane wing
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The paper went up! 

Moving air created low 
pressure over the 
paper and the higher 
pressure under the 
paper (or wing) lifted it! 
The Bernoulli Effect! 

That is how airplanes fly! Thank you, Mr. Bernoulli!  
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A Brief History of Rocketry 
• Sometime in 1000s Chinese had rockets fueled by 

gunpowder. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
• In 1812 at Fort McHenry in Baltimore, Francis Scott Key 

wrote a poem that included the phrase “ . . . the bombs 
bursting in air . . .” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now rockets are not new to the world.  The ancient Chinese used rocketry for warfare and also for getting fireworks up in the air.  Our own national anthem also goes (ok – sing) “the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air…”  Remember?   Rocketry!  And I’m sure many of you have enjoyed watching fireworks on the 4th of July or at baseball games in the summer.   How do you think they get so high in the air?  Right!  Rocketry!
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Ancient and Modern Warfare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In ancient times and in modern times –  some countries – who had the knowledge and the materials - used some kind of rocketry.
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Modern Uses of Rocketry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here a shuttle launch and the International Space Station.
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U.S. Inventor of Modern Rocketry 

Dr. Robert Goddard 
launched the world's  
first liquid-fueled rocket  
on March 16, 1926.  
His work is as important  
as the Wright Brothers  
flight experiments. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years many people have made discoveries and advancements to the science of rocketry.  Dr. Robert Goddard
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Newton’s Discoveries:  
Gravity and Laws of Motion 

• 1687—Englishman Sir Isaac Newton 
discovered three Laws of Motion. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Englishman named Isaac Newton made some great scientific discoveries.  Here are two pictures of Newton, one serious, one a silly cartoon.  Can anyone tell us about the apple and Newton’s head?       Newton explained GRAVITY!
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Gravity 

Gravitation is a natural phenomenon by 
which objects with mass attract one another. 
 
Gravity refers specifically to the force exerted 
by the Earth on objects on the planet and in 
its vicinity. 
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What does gravity do? 

• Everything is pulled to the earth. 
• What if gravity were turned off?   

(For example, on the moon.) 
• Do we need gravity? Why? 
• Is gravity one of those things we need to think 

about when launching a rocket? 
• Or when throwing and hitting a ball? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s think about these questions…..
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Newton’s First Law of Motion 

Objects at rest will stay at rest, or objects in motion 
will stay in motion unless acted upon by an 
unbalanced force. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Newton is also famous for his Three Laws of Motion.  First let me tell you that they are FUN, AND you know these laws already.   You just don’t know that you know them!So here we go!    Let’s place a golf ball on a table and watch it – it is GREAT!  It doesn’t move!   WOW!   Just look at that!   Now look at this picture.  That t-ball is going to stay on the tee until what?......Right, until the batter hits it with the bat.   That  is Newton’s Law.
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Force 

Force is a push or pull upon an object that may 
result in motion. Forces move objects! 

 
(Remember this when we see  

the elephant . . . really!) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how do things move?   Forces called a push or a pull.   Stand at your desks – and push your chairs in!   What happened?  They moved!   Now don’t touch them.  What happened?  They stayed right where you left them…cool!  That is Newton’s 1st Law of Motion.
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Unbalanced Forces 

When two forces are 
not equal they work  
against each other. 
 
Can you explain  
what is happening  
is this picture? 
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Experiments for Newton’s First Law 
Unbalanced Forces 
1. Hold a yellow tennis ball. 
2. Let go of it. 
 
What happened? 
What force caused the change? 
What would happen on the moon? 
Why? 
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Experiments for Newton’s First Law 

Why should we care 
about measuring 
force?? 
  
So what? 
 
How can we measure 
force? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked about the forces of push and pull, a pull called gravity that comes from the earth and we explored Newton’s First Law of Motion.  Now, let’s see if we can measure forces.  Let’s think about these questions.   Can we measure forces?   YES we can!  Why should we care about measuring forces?  (allow class to offer thoughts)  How much force will it take to move a heavy object – like a bowling ball?  Or a box full of books?   Or a car stuck in the snow?   Can you move those heavy items or will you need someone or something else with more force to help?Here we have two identical plastic bottles.  One is empty and one is full of water.  Which one will take more force to lift off of the table?  We have attached a string and a rubber band to each bottle and we are going to measure the stretch of the rubber band as an indicator of how much force is needed to move each bottle.

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.reeftime.com/images/2-liter-bottle-trap.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.reeftime.com/diy-reef-projects/diy-fish-traps/2-liter-bottle-fish-trap/3.htm&h=306&w=219&sz=3&tbnid=aqZv8D0m9qHP0M:&tbnh=117&tbnw=84&prev=/images?q=2+liter+bottle&hl=en&usg=__3BL3oio8ymethROx1Wz1xHeyehM=&ei=u2WoStXWOtCMnQe2veyaBA&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image
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Newton’s Second Law of Motion 
The greater the mass of an object the greater 
the force needed to move that object. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottles we just moved have already helped us to understand Newton’s Second Law of Motion.  (read the law)  This elephant and the little blue guy help illustrate this law too.  (Teacher’s select the student in your class with the least mass.  Ask them to try to move you by using a force  - pushing.  Not easily done and Newton has told us why. (repeat the Law)  Teacher’s it is your turn now to apply a force to your student…like a gentle push.  This is fun!  Why is it easier for the person with more mass to move the person with less mass.   Newton has explained it!   The more mass the more force is necessary to move an object!    I bet you knew that already!  
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More Vocabulary 

Mass is a measurement 
of how much matter is in 
an object. 

 
Weight is the measure 
of the force of gravity 
acting on an object.  
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Less gravity means less weight; however,  
the object has the same mass. 
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What would we measure here? 

• Force 

• Mass 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both have mass and both have force
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Experiments for Newton’s Second Law 

Single Jump for the 
Ceiling: 
 
Two people jump 
together side-by-side 
and try to reach the 
ceiling. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These experiments are most fun when your class is over the Principal’s office – but regardless it will help us understand mass, force and movement.    Please stand up and PUSH in your chairs.  Now I’d like you to take one jump and try to touch the ceiling.  Jump!  We have done this enough times to know that no one could touch the ceiling.  Why not?  Not enough force – right!  Our leg just can’t produce enough force to get our mass to the ceiling.  Well then what do you think would happen if we increased the force by having 2 people (with 4 legs) stand together and try to touch the ceiling.   Will that work?   NO, of course not.  Why?  WE increased the force but also increased…….the mass!  Right!
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Golf balls, baseballs, and basketballs 
Experiments for Newton’s Second Law 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at three sports that use balls.   Golf – baseball and basketball.  Which is the smallest?  Which is the largest?  Now, let’s look at the size of the playing field of each sport.
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Why do we use the smallest ball on the  
largest playing field, and the largest ball  
on the smallest? 

Golf course 
3,008 yards 

Basketball court 
32 yards from  

end to end 

Baseball field  
123 yards to  
center field  

for Cleveland 
Indians 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now lets look at a golf course, basketball court and baseball diamond.  Which is the largest and which is the smallest?  (click for question)  But, why ….(read question)  Think force and mass and motion …  it would take way too much force to hit a basketball around a course as large as a golf course and ….. (you fill in the rest.)
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Newton’s Third Law of Motion 
For every action, there is always an equal  
and opposite reaction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I love Newton’s Laws of Motion but my personal favorite is the Third.  (read law)  For EVERY ACTION there is an EQUAL and OPPOSITE Reaction.  We are going to use a Newton’s Cradle to demonstrate this law.  Remember – every – equal and opposite and you will be able to correctly predict  what is going to happen!  Teachers pull one ball from the stack and let it hit the others.  One ball will pop off the other end.  Do the same for 2,3, and 4 and allow the class to predict what will happen.    The same will hold true for 2, 3,  and yes even 4!

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://static.electro-tech-online.com/imgcache/6182-118860_f520.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.electro-tech-online.com/renewable-energy/84968-water-powered-generator-idea.html&usg=__FX6KtiainqLPXLGgeYTT7DmemXM=&h=344&w=520&sz=22&hl=en&start=48&sig2=1rR1U33VFhZVH0sYbYEqiQ&zoom=1&tbnid=NXEetntVtx_mjM:&tbnh=87&tbnw=131&ei=bdBTToenNsPLgQfS_I0W&prev=/search?q=newton's+cradle&start=42&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/img/cache/02268c260f8fff6f7502dd93a20e39be/newtons_cradle-wnew-100-20100730.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/product/newtons-cradle&usg=__i6LwYj-5ld6--dMo0BNw2LNdyG0=&h=500&w=500&sz=31&hl=en&start=175&sig2=bkHX8Fs8x1o_LOLF8anorQ&zoom=1&tbnid=p9sVxMgCoErbVM:&tbnh=130&tbnw=130&ei=-tBTTqmzJcrJgQfvndEh&prev=/search?q=newton's+cradle&start=168&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADFA_enUS383US384&tbm=isch&um=1&itbs=1
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Experiments for Newton’s Third Law  

Action – Reaction 
What was the action?   
Reaction? 
Why did it slow down  
and stop? 
How can we make it  
a better flight? 
 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.montana.edu/wwwmor/education/NASAtrunks/imagesR/balloon2_01.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.montana.edu/wwwmor/education/NASAtrunks/rockets.html&usg=__1ssEqcJDCEP6pB3mokjtf7fa5Rc=&h=229&w=300&sz=4&hl=en&start=145&tbnid=RzkV18z5ikYVUM:&tbnh=89&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=balloons+as+rockets&gbv=2&ndsp=21&hl=en&sa=N&start=126
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A Balloon as a Rocket 
 
It is action – reaction! 
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A Balloon with Length 
 
Stability helps the flight. 
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A Balloon with Length and Fins!  
 
Stability increases and flight is better. 
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Review Three Laws of Motion 

1. Objects at rest stay at rest and objects in 
motion stay in motion until ______. 

2. The more mass the more _____ it takes to 
move it 

3. For every action there is always equal and 
opposite re________. 
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